
Introduction
MIM’s Private Credit business originated $3.04 billion1 in private 
placement debt and private structured credit across total of 
47 transactions in the first quarter. For the first quarter our 
private credit origination comprised $1.87 billion in corporate 
private placement transactions, $765 million in infrastructure 
transactions and $405 million in private structured credit. Our 
private credit debt portfolio grew to $99 billion billion in AUM 
as of March 31, 2021.

Corporate Private Placement Market

Private Placement market2

Q1 2021 private corporate issuance came in at $17.3 billion, 
up from $11.8 billion in the pandemic disrupted Q1 2020. First 
quarter activity was driven both by issuers looking for liquidity 
and opportunistic refinancing. The average deal size for the 
quarter was $255 million across 68 issuers. This is compared to 
the 82 issuers in the market in Q1 2020. During the first quarter, 
corporate private placement issuance was led by activity in 
North America at 72% of total issuance. European volume 
(primarily the UK), was 22%, Australia was 3% and Latin America 
was 3%. USD made up 85% of issuance with Sterling at 8%, 
Euro at 6% and AUD at 1%.
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Ratings and Delayed Funding3

The ratings breakdown of issuers was along historic lines 
with A-rated (NAIC-1) names responsible for 42% of 
quarterly issuance, only slightly above the historical norm 
(~40%), and BBB-rated companies (NAIC-2) comprising 
58% of issuance. Delayed funding continued to be utilized 
by issuers looking to remove future market uncertainty. 
For the quarter, 23% of issuers (+9% increase vs. FY 2020) 
elected to use delayed funding dates. We expect this trend 
to continue in the near-term as private issuers approach 
the market for refinancing given the gradual rise in interest 
rates towards pre-COVID levels. 

Spreads and Treasuries
Private credit spreads continue to tighten from the 
peaks seen at the end of Q1 2020 after the onset of the 
pandemic. In many instances credit spreads closed near 
pre-COVID levels. This tightening directionally followed 
public corporate spreads, but to date private spreads have 
maintained an above average historic public premium. 
With gradually rising Treasury rates, overall yields are 
continuing to approach pre-crisis market yields

MIM Corporate Private Placements
MIM activity for Q1 2021 was solid with nearly $1.9 
billion in origination driven by numerous direct and club 
transactions leading to larger allocations. MIM transactions 
averaged a 11.8 year weighted average life and an average 
UST equivalent spread of +164bps. MIM-originated 
transactions were primarily issued out of the US (58%) and 
the UK (20%), with the more prevalent sectors from REITs, 
Financials and Consumer Cyclical. 

Looking to 2021 Outlook
With an improving economic backdrop, MIM expects 
2021 issuance to build through the year. We believe the 
market will remain competitive and issuance will be met 
with healthy investor demand. We will continue to use our 
sector specialist approach to uncover the broadest range 
of appropriate opportunities. MIM will remain disciplined 
in origination focusing on credit, structure and relative 
value in every deal. We will also continue to work through 
amendments with the objective of achieving suitable 
outcomes for both Issuers and our portfolios. 

Infrastructure Private  
Placement Market

Infrastructure Market2,4

Global infrastructure activity for Q1 2021 ranked amongst 
the lowest quarters in recent years as sponsors focused on 
managing existing portfolios through the pandemic versus 
new projects and new financings. Including bank financing, 
the global infrastructure market fell 46% to $90.7 billion 
in Q1 2021, from $169 billion in Q1 2020. Capital markets 
issuance was down a more modest 15% to $12 billion 
compared to $14 billion in Q1 2020. The first quarter is 
typically a slower issuance quarter and viewed more as a 
ramp-up period setting the stage for transaction activity to 
grow through the year. This dynamic was magnified in Q1 
with a particularly slow start, but activity should increase 
as recovery from the pandemic builds.

Source: MIM, Private Placement Monitor
* Includes origination activity on behalf of the MetLife general account 
 and una�liated investors.

MIM 1Q 2021 Origination by Country of Risk*

MIM 1Q 2021 Origination by Sector*

REITs (23%)
Financial Other (20%)
Consumer Cyclical (11%)
Transportation (10%)
Electric (10%)
Consumer Noncyclical (9%)
Technology (7%)
Communications (5%)
Industrial Other (4%)
Insurance (2%)

United States (58%)
United Kingdom (20%)
Belgium (7%)
Bermuda (5%)
France (4%)
Denmark (3%)
Germany (3%)
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One positive trend was that renewable projects led 
overall issuance, comprising 35% of total volume 
followed by energy (23%), power (14%), transport (13%), 
telecommunications (9%), social infrastructure (4%), and 
other (2%). Activity was focused in EMEA (43%), US & 
Canada (30%), Asia Pacific (20%), and Latin America (7%). 

Q1 2021 Global Highlights
United States: The Biden administration announced its 
initial proposals for a $2.3 trillion infrastructure plan with 
a focus on renewable energy, transportation, transmission 
and energy transition projects. The proposal is in early 
stages and market consensus is that the plan will continue 
to be modified with the timetable for finalization towards 
late summer. Renewables, social PPPs, power, and energy 
continued to lead the overall US market more generally. 

EMEA: The second and third waves of Covid-19, combined 
with a slower than expected vaccine rollout, impacted the 
region with various levels of lockdown. Issuance was down 
33% in EMEA. The PPP sector was down dramatically by 
more than 90% and transportation activity was down 40%. 
Renewables helped offset the declines and was the only 
sector to experience growth. 

Latin America: Portions of Latin America experienced a 
surge in Covid-19 infections limiting the overall recovery. 
Despite this, the market remained active especially within 
the power and renewables space. While most activity is 
concentrated in Brazil, Colombia has experienced growth 
in international appetite for its 4G and 5G infrastructure 
projects. Chile remained constructive on renewables 
as issuance grew within the sector. In Mexico, activity 
slowed as investors monitored developments regarding 
the AMLO administration’s negative views on PPPs, 
renewables, and energy.

Australia: Several state governments delayed large 
infrastructure projects as they continued to assess the 
effects of the pandemic. Sponsors within the transportation 
sector, which is typically an active sector in the region, 
focused on managing their assets as they begin to recover 
from the pandemic. Activity was concentrated in energy, 
renewables, and relatively smaller social PPP projects. 

MIM Activity
MIM’s first quarter investment volume was 27% lower  
than the same period last year. MIM circled $765 million 
across 13 transactions. The transactions averaged an 
MBaa1 (internal rating) credit quality, 16 year weighted 
average life and an average UST equivalent spread of 
+207bps. MIM transactions by region and sector are 
illustrated further below.

Looking to 2021 Outlook
We remain cautiously optimistic on the outlook as 
vaccines continue to rollout globally. We continue to 
monitor progress in heavily affected sectors such as 
airports, stadiums, and student housing as we expect 
a long, gradual recovery. MIM is encouraged by the 
Biden administration’s infrastructure plan and continue 
to remain aligned with key sponsors within renewables, 
power, and clean energy. Given the resiliency of the digital 
infrastructure space throughout the pandemic, MIM sees 
a growing pipeline of data centers and fiber network 
operators utilizing bank loan and USPP markets. We are 
engaged with sponsors, advisors, and agents on PPPs, 
energy, and acquisition financing opportunities as they 
continue to develop for 2021.

Source: MIM, InfraDeals, 1Q2021 
* Includes origination activity on behalf of the MetLife general account 
 and una�liated investors.

MIM Q1 2021 Origination by Country of Risk*

MIM Q1 2021 Origination by Sector*

United States (86%)
Netherlands (14%)

Port (25%)
Energy Saving Contracts (23%)
Utility Assets (10%)
Water (10%)
Renewables (8%)
Pipeline (7%)
Electric   Gas (7%)
Data Center (6%)
Stadium (3%)
LNG/Oil (1%)
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Private Structured Credit

Q1 in Review
Spreads tightened during the quarter as the market saw 
strong demand from investors. Public markets proved very 
efficient and as result we were able to find value in less 
traveled sectors. For example, we partnered with our low-
income housing team to close a transaction backed by a 
pool of low-income housing assets with an attractive yield. 
We have also started to see a weakening of deal terms in 
some cases and turned down some deals based on poor 
investor protection in the documents. True to our credit 
discipline, we’d rather decline deals with weaker terms 
than sacrifice credit in order to boost origination volume.  

Looking to Q2 2021
We expect lending markets to remain competitive into 
Q2 as investors search for yield and spreads remain tight 
as benchmark rates move higher. We target deals that we 
feel have strong structural protections and offer attractive 
terms and spread pickup relative to public markets and 
resist the urge to accept looser terms to increase yield. We 
will continue to focus on sectors we believe have stronger 
fundamentals and those which receive less attention from 
public markets.

With the economy continuing to reopen as vaccinations 
increase, we expect macro performance to remain 
positive. In particular, the consumer sector will likely 
benefit from the latest round of stimulus payments and 
the tax refund season. Savings rates have increased which 
should support consumer loan performance over the 
next year. Single family rental loans have been stable as 
tenants continue to value increased space that the suburbs 
offer. While the CDC extended the eviction moratorium, 
SFR managers have not seen material deterioration 
in performance. On the commercial lending side, we 
feel solid consumer demand will likely drive inventory 
replenishment and spur capex growth. Continued Fed 
accommodation could support risk assets, economic 
growth and reflation. However, risks to the downside 
remain. The economy may rebound slower than expected 
if consumers are hesitant to return to normal or if COVID 
variants arise that are able to evade current vaccines.

MIM Private Structured Credit  
Transaction Activity1

MIM activity for Q1 2021 was lower than prior quarters at 
$405MM as tighter credit markets reduced the number 
of attractive investment opportunities. Investments in the 
quarter had a weighted average credit quality of A2 (NRSRO 
rating) and a weighted average spread of 283 bps.

Source: MIM
* All data is as of March 31, 2021. Figures attributable to assets managed 
 by MIM on behalf of the MetLife general accounts and una�liated 
 investors. Totals may not foot due to rounding. Please see Disclosures 
 at the end of this document for important information about assets 
 managed by MIM on behalf of the MetLife general accounts. 
** Private Structured Credit securities shown here are rated by 
 Standard & Poor's, Fitch, DBRS Morningstar or Kroll Bond Rating Agency.

MIM Q1 2021 Sector Positioning*

MIM Q1 2021 Credit Quality Distribution**

Aaa (27%)

Aa (15%)

A (48%)

Baa (9%)

Ba and below (1%)

Consumer Credit (25%)

Alternative Asset 
Financing (24%)

RMBS (25%)

Solar (6%)

CMBS (6%)

Commercial (14%)

Statistics 

MIM Total Strategy Assets ($ millions)* $3,600 

Investment Grade Credit Quality 98.7%

Number of Issuers 28

Weighted Average Life (WAL) 6.5 years
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Endnotes
1 Represents assets originated by MIM as of March 31, 2021 on behalf of 

MetLife general accounts and unaffiliated investors. There can be no 
assurances that such origination volume will be achieved in the future. 
Actual results may vary. Origination is defined as all commitments 
made during the period, some of which will be unfunded.

2 MetLife Investment Management, Private Placement Monitor.
3 Private Placement Monitor.
4 MetLife Investment Management, InfraDeal.

About MetLife Investment Management  |  Private Credit Group

MetLife Investment Management’s1 Global Private Credit Group manages $99 billion in assets as of March 31, 20212  
and brings over 90 years of investing in the asset class. We offer exceptional access to investment grade deals due to  
our significant scale, long-standing market relationships, and sector expertise. Given our leadership in the infrastructure 
and corporate private placement markets we often fund an entire deal or become the cornerstone of the deal, which 
provides unique and larger allocations for our clients. Our investment decisions are informed by a team-based risk culture 
with a time-tested approach to managing risk, combined with proprietary research and layered independent oversight. 
We have more than 50 seasoned industry specialists working together to develop customized portfolio solutions to help 
meet your needs. 

We are institutional, but far from typical.

For more information, visit: investments.metlife.com/private-placement-debt

1 MetLife Investment Management (“MIM”) is MetLife, Inc.’s institutional management business and the marketing name for subsidiaries of MetLife 
that provide investment management services to MetLife’s general account, separate accounts and/or   unaffiliated/third party investors, including: 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, MetLife Investment Management, LLC, MetLife Investment Management Limited, MetLife Investments 
Limited, MetLife Investments Asia Limited, MetLife Latin America Asesorias e Inversiones Limitada, MetLife Asset Management Corp. (Japan), and 
MIM I LLC.

2 At estimated fair value. Includes MetLife general account and separate account assets and unaffiliated/third party assets.

Disclosure

This material is intended for Institutional Investor, Qualified Investor, Professional 
Investor and Financial Professional use only and may not be shared or 
redistributed. This material is not intended for use with the general retail public.

All investments involve risks and there can be no assurances that any strategy 
will meet its investment objectives or avoid significant losses. Investments 
in private placements involve significant risks, which include certain 
consequences as a result of, among other factors, issuer defaults and declines 
in market values due to, among other things, general economic conditions, the 
condition of certain financial markets, political events or regulatory changes, 
and adverse changes in the liquidity of relevant markets. Investments may 
be subject to periods of illiquidity, and such securities may be subject to 
certain transfer restrictions that may further restrict liquidity. Accordingly, no 
assurance can be given that, if MIM were to seek to dispose of a particular 
investment held by an account, it could dispose of such investment at the 
previously prevailing market price. Any person contemplating corporate 
private placement investments must be able to bear the risks involved and 
must meet the qualification requirements of the underlying investments.

This document has been prepared by MetLife Investment Management 
(“MIM”)1 solely for informational purposes and does not constitute a 
recommendation regarding any investments or the provision of any investment 
advice, or constitute or form part of any advertisement of, offer for sale or 
subscription of, solicitation or invitation of any offer or recommendation to 

purchase or subscribe for any securities or investment advisory services. The 
views expressed herei n are solely those of MIM and do not necessarily reflect, 
nor are they necessarily consistent with, the views held by, or the forecasts 
utilized by, the entities within the MetLife enterprise that provide insurance 
products, annuities and employee benefit programs.

The information and opinions presented or contained in this document are 
provided as the date it was written. It should be understood that subsequent 
developments may materially affect the information contained in this 
document, which none of MIM, its affiliates, advisors or representatives 
are under an obligation to update, revise or affirm. It is not MIM’s 
intention to provide, and you may not rely on this document as providing, 
a recommendation with respect to any particular investment strategy or 
investment. Affiliates of MIM may perform services for, solicit business from, 
hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments 
(including derivatives) of any company mentioned herein. This document may 
contain forward-looking statements, as well as predictions, projections and 
forecasts of the economy or economic trends of the markets, which are not 
necessarily indicative of the future. Any or all forward-looking statements, as 
well as those included in any other material discussed at the presentation, may 
turn out to be wrong.

The assets under management presented herein include assets managed 
by MIM on behalf of the MetLife general accounts (the “GAPortfolio”) and 
unaffiliated investors. The GA Portfolio is a portfolio constructed using actual 

https://investments.metlife.com/investment-strategies/private-capital/private-placement-debt/
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investments in private structured credit assets that were made by MIM 
solely on behalf of the MetLife insurance company general accounts for the 
time periods shown. The GA Portfolio includes all private structured credit 
investments (as categorized by MIM in its discretion) in which the MetLife 
general accounts invested for the relevant time periods. The MetLife general 
account portfolios are not managed using a private structured credit-specific 
investment strategy and are typically structured to match the liabilities of 
its insurance business, and its underlying holdings consist of positions from 
multiple asset classes. In addition, the MetLife general accounts are subject 
to insurance regulations and applicable insurance risk-related requirements. 
All of the past information displayed for the GA Portfolio relates only to the 
MetLife general accounts, and is reflective of MIM’s management capabilities 
for MetLife’s general accounts only. Accordingly, although the characteristics 
shown herein are derived in part using actual investments made by the MetLife 
general accounts, such characteristics of the GA Portfolio were not of an 
actual account managed solely in this specific strategy. Had the GA Portfolio 
been a stand-alone account managed solely in this strategy, MIM may have 
made different investment decisions which may have led to differences in 
the characteristics presented herein. There can be no assurance that these 
or comparable characteristics will be true of any third party account or that 
such account will be able to make investments similar to the existing and 
historical investments made, including in terms of size, industry type, credit 
rating and other material investment factors. Such differences may arise due 
to, among other things, economic conditions and the availability of investment 
opportunities. The ultimate characteristics of a third-party account will depend 
on numerous factors that are subject to uncertainty. There is no indication, 
and none is meant to be conveyed, that the same results would apply, or 
that performance would be better if such risk-related requirements did not 
apply, to a third party account that is not subject to the same regulations and 
requirements on investment decisions made by MIM on behalf of the MetLife 
general accounts.

In the U.S. this document is communicated by by MetLife Investment 
Management, LLC, a U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (SEC)-registered 
investment advisor. This document is intended only for investors who are 
accredited investors as defined in Regulation D under the U.S. Securities Act 
of 1933, as amended, and “qualified purchasers” under the U. S. Investment 
Company Act of 1940, as amended. Registration with the SEC does not imply a 
certain level of skill or that the SEC has endorsed the investment advisor.

For investors in the Middle East: this document is directed at and intended 
for institutional investors (as such term is defined in the various jurisdictions) 
only. The recipient of this document acknowledges that (1) no regulator or 
governmental authority in the Gulf Cooperation Council (“GCC”) or the Middle 
East has reviewed or approved this document or the substance contained 
within it, (2) this document is not for general circulation in the GCC or the 
Middle East and is provided on a confidential basis to the addressee only, 
(3) MetLife Investment Management is not licensed or regulated by any 
regulatory or governmental authority in the Middle East or the GCC, and (4) 
this document does not constitute or form part of any investment advice 
or solicitation of investment products in the GCC or Middle East or in any 
jurisdiction in which the provision of investment advice or any solicitation 
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction (and this 
document is therefore not construed as such).

This document is being distributed by MetLife Investment Management 
Limited (“MIML”), authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA reference number 623761), registered address Level 34 One 
Canada Square London E14 5AA United Kingdom. This document is only 
intended for, and may only be distributed to, investors in the EEA who qualify 

as a Professional Client as defined under the EEA’s Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive, as implemented in the relevant EEA jurisdiction. The 
investment strategy described herein is intended to be structured as an 
investment management agreement between MIML (or its affiliates, as the 
case may be) and a client, although alternative structures more suitable for a 
particular client can be discussed.

For investors in Japan: this document is being distributed by MetLife Asset 
Management Corp. (Japan) (“MAM”), a registered Financial Instruments 
Business Operator (“FIBO”) conducting Investment Advisory Business, 
Investment Management Business and Type II Financial Instruments Business 
under the registration entry “Director General of the Kanto Local Finance 
Bureau (Financial Instruments Business Operator) No. 2414” pursuant 
to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of Japan (“FIEA”), and a 
regular member of the Japan Investment Advisers Association and the Type 
II Financial Instruments Firms Association of Japan. In its capacity as a 
discretionary investment manager registered under the FIEA, MAM provides 
investment management services and also sub-delegates a part of its 
investment management authority to other foreign investment management 
entities within MIM in accordance with the FIEA. This document is only 
being provided to investors in Japan who are Qualified Institutional Investors 
(tekikaku kikan toshika) as defined in Article 10 of Cabinet Office Ordinance 
on Definitions Provided in Article 2 of the FIEA. It is the responsibility of each 
prospective investor to satisfy themselves as to full compliance with the 
applicable laws and regulations of any relevant territory, including obtaining 
any requisite governmental or other consent and observing any other formality 
presented in such territory.

For Investors in Hong Kong: this document is being distributed by MetLife 
Investments Asia Limited (“MIAL”), which is licensed by the Hong Kong 
Securities and Futures Commission for Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 
(advising on securities) and Type 9 (asset management) regulated activities 
and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong 
Kong (“SFC”). MIAL is an affiliate of MIM LLC, which offers the strategies 
listed herein. MIM LLC is not licensed in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, MIM 
operates through MetLife Investments Asia Limited. The investment strategies 
listed herein may be offered by MIAL through sub-investment management 
arrangements with other MIM affiliates solely in accordance with the laws of 
Hong Kong S.A.R. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by 
any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution.

For investors in Australia: this information is distributed by MIM LLC and is 
intended for “wholesale clients” as defined in section 761G of the Corporations 
Act 2001 (Cth) (the Act). MIM LLC exempt from the requirement to hold an 
Australian financial services license under the Act in respect of the financial 
services it provides to Australian clients. MIM LLC is regulated by the SEC 
under US law, which is different from Australian law.

If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should 
obtain independent professional advice. The following information is relevant 
to an understanding of our assets under management (“AUM”). Our definitions 
may differ from those used by other companies.
1 As of September 30, 2020, subsidiaries of MetLife, Inc. that provide 

investment management services to MetLife’s general account, separate 
accounts and/ or unaffiliated/third party investors include Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company, MetLife Investment Management, LLC, MetLife 
Investment Management Limited, MetLife Investments Limited, MetLife 
Investments Asia Limited, MetLife Latin America Asesorias e Inversiones 
Limitada, MetLife Asset Management Corp. (Japan), and MIM I LLC.
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